
LICENSED FINRA BROKER 

Worked with clients to increase their overall wealth, protect assets, and
provide diversified income portfolios. Additionally, I worked with large financial

data sets and advanced modelling techniques.

TOYS R US
STORE MANAGER 

Ran day to day operations including team coordination, inventory
management, and scheduling. While here I developed a repair ticketing

system in Visual Basic.

MAINES PAPER & FOOD
SAP VISTEX ENGINEER 

At Maines I worked with complex pricing schedules and programs inside of
SAP's bolt on library VISTEX. I also developed web technologies such as an
advanced truck tracker using a Verizon GPS API and a web based systems

dashboard for purchasing agents

LINEAGE LOGISTICS
SOFTWARE DEVELOPER

I onboard and create new logistical and inventory solutions. Working with
everything from web based stacks that include Javascript, to complex

inventory management systems that use technologies like Java and SQL.
Additional responsibilities include addressing user needs within ticket

systems like Kaseya and SAMANAGE. 

HSBC - LINSCO PRIVATE LEDGER

experience

GITHUB
HTTPS://GITHUB.COM/
GOLOISANINJA

PORTFOLIO
HTTPS://JCODES.PAGE

RESUME GAME
HTTPS://JCODES.ME

BLOG/ARTICLES
HTTPS://JCODES.BLOG

I am a self taught, full stack developer that
moved into the tech industry from a career
in finance. At my core I am, a problem
solver, in a constant state of learning, and in
pursuit of great teams immersed in the ever
changing landscape that is software
development.  I enjoy building amazing
applications with amazing people, using
both frontend and backend technologies. I
have also worked hard to develop soft skills
such as communication, project planning,
and research. I am a Professional Scrum
Master with my PSM1 certifcation and am
working towards certification as a
Professional Scrum Developer as well.
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CONTACT ME
JONATHAN.COLLINS@
LIVE.COM
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LINKEDIN
HTTPS://LINKEDIN.COM
/IN/JONMCOLLINS/
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